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ABSTRACT
Recommendation based on heterogeneous information network
(HIN) is attracting more and more attention due to its ability to emu-
late collaborative filtering, content-based filtering, context-aware
recommendation and combinations of any of these recommenda-
tion semantics. Random walk based methods are usually used to
mine the paths, weigh the paths, and compute the closeness or
relevance between two nodes in a HIN. A key for the success of
these methods is how to properly set the weights of links in a HIN.
In existing methods, the weights of links are mostly set heuristi-
cally. In this paper, we propose a Bayesian Personalized Ranking
(BPR) based machine learning method, called HeteLearn, to learn
the weights of links in a HIN. In order to model user preferences
for personalized recommendation, we also propose a generalized
random walk with restart model on HINs. We evaluate the pro-
posed method in a personalized recommendation task and a tag
recommendation task. Experimental results show that our method
performs significantly better than both the traditional collabora-
tive filtering and the state-of-the-art HIN-based recommendation
methods.
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
Recommender systems have been used to provide users with re-
commendations for products or services in various domains, such
as e-commerce platforms and social networks [28]. Traditional
recommendation approaches include [16]:

• Content-based filtering (CB): These approaches utilize the
content information to recommend items that are similar to
those previously preferred by the target user.
• Collaborative filtering (CF): These approaches recommend
items to users based on the preferences that other users have
expressed for those items [5].
• Hybrid approaches: These approaches combine collaborative
with content-based methods or with different variants of
other collaborative methods.

As a kind of hybrid approach, recommendations based on hete-
rogeneous information networks (HINs) provide a new perspective
to design recommendation systems. HINs are logical networks in-
volving multiple-typed objects and multiple-typed links denoting
different relations [8].

For instance, Figure 1 illustrates an example of a heterogeneous
information network, which contains five types of entities: users,
movies, genres, actors and directors, together with their relations.

Since these approaches combine user feedback data with additio-
nal information such as items or users attributes and relationships,
they could emulate collaborative-filtering, content-based filtering,
context-aware recommendation and combinations of any of these
recommendation semantics [13].
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Figure 1: An example of a heterogeneous information net-
work

1.2 Related Work
In this paper, we focus on recommendation based on HINs. Several
algorithms have been presented in this field, and most of them
are random walk based methods. In this subsection, we will first
introduce the random walk model briefly, and then give a review
on related work.

Consider a random walker that recursively moves to a random
neighbour in a network. Denoting by r (t )i the probability that the
walker is located at node i at time t , and r (t )i of all the nodes form
a vector r(t ), we can write

r(t+1) = P · r(t )

where P is the transition probability matrix. The stationary proba-
bility r could be given by the equation r = P · r.

A lot of work is in close relationship with this model, such as
the Local Random Walk [15], the Path-constrained random walk
[11], HeteSim [23] and PathMining [12].

One important variant of random walk is the random walk with
restart model. Considering a random walker starting from node
i that recursively moves to a random neighbour with probability
α and returns to node i with probability 1 − α , we can write the
iterative equation as following

r(t+1) = αP · r(t ) + (1 − α)t (1)

where t is called the “teleport vector”, and it is usually set as t = r(0),
i.e., the elements of t are all zero except that ti = 1.

This kind of model was traditionally used in PageRank [18], and
was introduced to recommender systems by Personalized PageRank
[9]. Typical work include ObjectRank [1], ItemRank[7] and the HIN-
based method PathRank [13].

As a representative recommendation method based on HINs, the
PathRank model introduced the meta-paths on HINs into random
walk with restart model. The authors proved that the PageRank,
Personalized PageRank and Path-constrained Random Walk model
are all special cases of PathRank.

One key problem in random walk is the setting of the transition
matrix P. In traditional random walk models, P = AD−1, where
A is the adjacency matrix, and D is the degree matrix defined as
D = diag(di ) with di being the degree of the node i . According to

physical models like resistance distance [10] and average commute
time [6], the transition matrix could also be set by P = D−1A. In
the work of [27], models using P = AD−1 are called “probabilistic
spreading”, and those using P = D−1A are called “heat spreading”.

In previous work, the transition matrix was mostly set heuristi-
cally, and recommendation results could only be provided by the
topological relations of the network. As a result, the transition ma-
trix could not adapt to different datasets automatically. In this work,
we use a machine learning method to learn the transition matrix.
We use a generalized random walk with restart method to model
user preferences, and use a Bayesian Personalized Ranking (BPR)
based machine learning method to learn the link weights of HINs.
Experimental results show that the proposed method performs sig-
nificantly better than both the traditional collaborative filtering
and HIN-based recommendation methods.

1.3 Contributions
In this paper, we contribute to the field of recommender system
both theoretically and empirically.

Firstly, we propose a new personalized recommendation method,
called HeteLearn, on heterogeneous information networks. In this
method, we use a BPR-based machine learning method to learn the
weights of links in the networks. Instead of setting the weights of
links or path-guides heuristically as in previous work, the proposed
method could automatically learn them from the HINs. Therefore,
the proposed method has a wider range of applications.

Secondly, we propose a generalized random walk with restart
model to model user preferences on HINs. We also prove that, the
result of random walk with restart is the accumulation of a series
of random walks that consist of different random steps, and longer
random walks have less impacts on the final results. In addition,
the semantics of longer paths are less clear than short paths. Thus,
we propose to use k-step random walk with restart model in our
recommendation method.

Lastly, empirically, we demonstrate the effectiveness of our met-
hod in both item recommendation and tag recommendation tasks.
According to the experimental results, the proposed method per-
forms significantly better than both the traditional collaborative
filtering and the state-of-the-art HIN-based recommendation met-
hods.

2 PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATIONS
2.1 Heterogeneous Information Network
Following is the definition of heterogeneous information network
given by Sun et al. [24].

Definition 2.1. (Heterogeneous Information Network [24])
An information network is a directed graph G = (V ,E) with an
object type mapping function ϕ : V → A and a link type mapping
function ψ : E → R, where each object v ∈ V belongs to one
particular object type ϕ(v) ∈ A, and each link e ∈ E belongs to
a particular relation ψ (e) ∈ R. When the types of objects satisfy
|A| > 1 or the types of relations satisfy |R | > 1, the network is a
heterogeneous information network; otherwise, it is a homo-
geneous information network.
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In an information network, heterogeneous or homogeneous,
each node vi ∈ V may have a set of attribute-value pairs which
describe the properties of the node, and each edge e(vi ,vj ) ∈ E has
a corresponding weightw .

The network schema or meta-graph provides meta level descrip-
tion of a HIN. The definition is as follows.

Definition 2.2. (Network Schema [24]) The network schema is
a meta template for a heterogeneous network G = (V ,E) with the
object type mapping ϕ : V → A and the link mappingψ : E → R,
which is a directed graph defined over object types A, with edges
as relations from R, denoted as TG = (A,R).

2.2 Implicit Feedback
With u and i denoting a user and an item, respectively, we define
the user implicit feedback matrix R as following:

Rui =

{
1, if (u, i) interaction is observed;
0, otherwise.

We useU and I to denote the set of users and items, respectively. For
each user u ∈ U , the items that satisfy Rui = 1 are called positive
items, and we denote the set of positive items by I+u ⊂ I . And items
in I\I+u are called negative items.

The goal is to recommend each user a personalized ranking
list of items from I\I+u . This problem is usually called one-class
recommendation problem [19] or recommendation with implicit
feedback [20, 22].

2.3 Bayesian Personalized Ranking (BPR)
In the BPR method, Rendle et al. [22] used a binary random variable
δ ((u, i) ≻ (u, j)) to denote whether user u prefers item i to item j or
not. The function δ (z) equals 1 if z is true, and equals 0 otherwise.
This representation is called a user’s pairwise preference [20].

For a given user u, in order to calculate the overall likelihood
of pairwise preferences among all the items, Rendle et al. [22]
used the Bernoulli distribution over the binary random variable
δ ((u, i) ≻ (u, j)), as following

BPR = ln{
∏

(u,i, j)∈U×I×I

p(r̂ui > r̂uj )
δ ((u,i)≻(u, j))

×[1 − p(r̂ui > r̂uj )]
[1−δ ((u,i)≻(u, j))]}

= ln{
∏

(u,i)≻(u, j)

p(r̂ui > r̂uj )[1 − p(r̂uj > r̂ui )]}

∝
∑

(u,i)≻(u, j)

ln p(r̂ui > r̂uj )

where the summation is computed over all the pairs that satisfy
(u, i) ≻ (u, j) in the training set, and r̂ui represents the preference
of user u for item i .

In the BPR method, it was defined that

x̂ui j = r̂ui − r̂uj

and

p(r̂ui > r̂uj ) =
1

1 + e−x̂ui j
.

Therefore, the gradient of BPR is
∂BPR
∂Θ

∝
∑

(u,i)≻(u, j)

1
1 + e x̂ui j

·
∂

∂Θ
x̂ui j

BPR could be maximized using gradient descent as following:

Θ← Θ + η
∂BPR
∂Θ

whereη is the learning rate.When using stochastic gradient descent,
Θ is updated as following:

Θ← Θ + η ·
1

1 + e x̂ui j
·
∂

∂Θ
x̂ui j (2)

3 RECOMMENDATION ON HINS
In conventional random walk models, the transition matrix is set
by P = AD−1. However, when using machine learning methods to
learn the link weights in a network, such models will result in a
non-convex target function, which could not be optimized using
common methods like gradient descent.

In this section, we will propose a generalized random walk with
restart model on HINs to model user preferences and facilitate the
optimization. The learning method will be detailed in Section 4.

3.1 The Heterogeneous RandomWalk with
Restart Model

Following is the mathematical definition of our model.

Definition 3.1. (Heterogeneous RandomWalkwith Restart)
Given a heterogeneous information network G = (V ,E) and its
meta-graph TG = (A,R), consider a random walker starting from
node i that recursively moves to a random neighbour with proba-
bility α and returns to node i with probability 1 − α . Denote P to
be the transition probability matrix, and r(t ) to be the distribution
probability vectors representing the probabilities that the nodes
are visited at time t . And denote the initial value of r to be r(0), and
satisfies that r (0)i ≥ 0 and

∑
i r
(0)
i = 1. During each iteration, the

vector r is updated according to the following equation

r(t+1) = αPr(t ) + (1 − α)t (3)

where t is called the “teleport vector” and is typically set to be
t = r(0).

In this paper, we model the transition matrix P as

Pi j = p(vi |vj ) = p(ϕ(vi )|vj ) · p(vi |vj ,ϕ(vi ))

where ϕ(vi ) is the type of vi .
Further, we define

p(vi |vj ,ϕ(vi )) =
1

|D
ϕi
j |

where
D
ϕi
j

def
= {vk |e(vj ,vk ) ∈ E ∧ ϕ(vk ) = ϕ(vi )}

denotes the set of nodes that is connected to nodevj and the type is
ϕ(vi ). According to this definition, the probability that nodevj goes
to node vi is inversely proportional to the number of neighbours
of vj that are of the same type as node vi . In other words, node vj
transfers to all the nodes of type ϕ(vi ) with equal probability.
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To model the distribution p(ϕ(vi )|vj ), we assume that

p(ϕ(vi )|vj ) = p(ϕ(vi )|ϕ(vj )) (4)

In other words, we assume that all the nodes of type ϕ(vj ) trans-
fer to type ϕ(vi ) with equal probabilities. Since the parameters
p(ϕ(vi )|ϕ(vj )) should be learned from the training data, such as-
sumption greatly reduces the number of parameters to be learned,
and makes the learning procedure more robust. Detailed learning
procedure will be given in Section 4.

In this paper, we set the initial distribution r(0) to be different
for different user u as following

r(0)i =

{
1, node vi corresponds to user u,
0, otherwise.

Therefore, our model could make personalized recommendations.

3.2 Finite Step RandomWalk with Restart
The random walk with restart model can be proved to have a stable
solution. However, in practice, it is usually costly to compute the
stable solution. In this subsection, we will give some analysis on
the random walk with restart model, and prove that it is usually
not necessary to iterate the model until convergence. Thus, in this
paper, finite step random walk with restart model is used instead.

Using the iterative equation in Equation 3, after substituting
t = r(0), we get

r(1) = αPr(0) + (1 − α)r(0)

r(2) = α2P2r(0) + α(1 − α)Pr(0) + (1 − α)r(0)

· · ·

r(k) = αkPk r(0) +
k−1∑
i=0

α i (1 − α)Pi r(0) (5)

Note that Pi r(0) corresponds to a random walk that consists of
i random steps. Therefore, the result of k-step random walk with
restart is the accumulation of a series of random walks that consist
of different random steps, and the weights of these random walks
decrease exponentially with the increasing of random steps. So the
random walks with more random steps have less impacts on the
results.

In addition, the semantics of longer paths are less clear than short
paths, and the correlation between the nodes connected through
longer paths are also less reliable. Thus, using long paths in the
learning procedure may result in bad generalization performance.

Therefore, in this paper, we use k-step random walk with restart
model in both the training and recommendation procedure.

4 LEARNING OF THEWEIGHT MATRIX
In this section, we will propose a BPR-based algorithm (HeteLearn)
to learn the transition matrix P on HINs.

4.1 Objective Function
According to the assumption in Equation 4, the parameters to be
learned are the probabilities p(ϕ(vi )|ϕ(vj )), and the total number
of the parameters equals the number of link types in network G,
i.e., the number of edges in the network schema TG . Hence, in this

subsection, we also use pτ to denote the parameters, where τ ∈ R
is an edge type in network G.

We follow the BPR optimization framework to construct our
objective function. The idea is that the model with appropriate
parameters should rank the positive items higher than negative
items, i.e., positive items should have higher probabilities than
negative ones. To achieve this, we design the following objective
function to be maximized

argmax
Θ

Obj =
∑

(u,i, j)∈DS

ln σ (r̂ui − r̂uj ) (6)

where
DS

def
= {(u, i, j)|i ∈ I+u ∧ j ∈ I\I+u }

and
σ (x) =

1
1 + e−x

is the sigmoid function.

4.2 Updating Rule
The objective function could be optimized using stochastic gradient
descent, and the update rule is:

Θ← Θ + η ·
1

1 + e r̂ui−r̂uj
· (
∂

∂Θ
r̂ui −

∂

∂Θ
r̂uj ) (7)

where η is the learning rate.
We use the heterogeneous random walk with restart model to

estimate r̂ . Using Equation 5, taking k = 3 as an example, we could
get

r̂ui = α
3(P3)iu + α2(1 − α)(P2)iu + α(1 − α)Piu

and

(P3)iu =
∑

vp,vq ∈V
p(vi |vp ) · p(vp |vq ) · p(vq |vu )

(P2)iu =
∑
vp ∈V

p(vi |vp ) · p(vp |vu ).

Considering our model of the transition matrix and our assumption,
we get

Pi j = p(vi |vj ) = p(ϕ(vi )|ϕ(vj )) ·
1

|D
ϕi
j |

We use ψ (e(vj ,vi )) to denote the type of the edge from vj to vi .
Taking all these equations into consideration, the gradient with
respect to an edge type τ is
∂r̂ui
∂pτ

= α3 ·
( ∑
ψ (ip)=τ

wpqwqu

|D
ϕi
p |

+
∑

ψ (pq)=τ

wipwqu

|D
ϕp
q |

+
∑

ψ (qu)=τ

wipwpq

|D
ϕq
u |

)
+ α2(1 − α) ·

( ∑
ψ (ip)=τ

wpu

|D
ϕi
p |

+
∑

ψ (pu)=τ

wip

|D
ϕp
u |

)
+ α(1 − α) ·

δ (ψ (iu) = τ )

|D
ϕi
u |

(8)

where we abbreviate p(vi |vj ) towi j for simplicity, andψ (ip) = τ is
short forψ (e(vp ,vi )) = τ .

After computing the gradients of r̂ui and r̂uj , we could update the
learning parameters pτ using Equation 7. And the learning scheme
is summarized in Algorithm 1. During the learning process, if any of
the parameters becomes below zero after update, the learning rate
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is halved (lines 5-7). At the end of each iteration, the parameters
are normalized so that the sum of all the parameters is 1 (line 9).

Algorithm 1 HeteLearn

Input: the heterogeneous information network G = (V ,E), the
network schemaTG = (A,R), the training set DS , the parame-
ters α and k in Equation 5, the initial learning rate η

Output: the learned parameters Θ
def
= (pτ1 ,pτ2 , ...,pτ |R | )

T

1: randomly initialize Θ
2: repeat
3: randomly draw (u, i, j) from DS
4: дradτα ← using Equation 7 to compute the gradients of pτα ,

∀α ∈ {1, 2, ..., |R |}
5: while exists τα that satisfies pτα + η · дradτα < 0 do
6: η ← η/2
7: end while
8: pτα ← pτα + η · дradτα ,∀α ∈ {1, 2, ..., |R |}
9: pτα ← pτα /

∑
α pτα

10: until convergence
11: return pτ1 ,pτ2 , ...,pτ |R |

5 EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
In this section, we demonstrate the effectiveness of our method on
two kinds of recommendation tasks, i.e., the item recommendation
task and the tag recommendation task. We use the the Restaurant
& Consumer dataset and the HetRec 2011 MovieLens dataset on the
item recommendation task, and use a variant of the HetRec 2011
MovieLens dataset on the tag recommendation task.

Following we will first introduce the used datasets in Section 5.1,
and then give a brief description of the compared methods in
Section 5.2. In section 5.3 we will show the effects of the parameters
in HeteLearn. After that, the results of the compared methods on
item recommendation and tag recommendation task are shown in
section 5.4 and 5.5, respectively.

5.1 Datasets
We validated the proposed method using two datasets. The smaller
one is the Restaurant & Consumer dataset from the UCI Machine
Learning Repository [14]. And the bigger one is the HetRec 2011
MovieLens dataset published by GroupLens research group 1.

The Restaurant & Consumer dataset was collected during a seven
months period. It contains the ratings of the restaurants from the
users and information about the users and restaurants. Table 1
shows the statistics of this dataset.

The HetRec 2011 MovieLens dataset is an extension of Movie-
Lens10M dataset, and it links the movies of MovieLens dataset
with their corresponding web pages at Internet Movie Database
(IMDb) 2 and Rotten Tomatoes movie review systems 3. Table 2 is
the statistics of the dataset.

1http://www.grouplens.org
2http://www.imdb.com
3http://www.rottentomatoes.com

Table 1: Statistics of the Restaurant & Consumer dataset.

Types Total No. Average No. Average No.
(per Restaurant) (per User)

User 138 - -
Restaurant 934 - -
Parking Lot 7 - -
Payment 11 2.14 1.33
Cuisine 59 1.19 2.39
Rating 1161 8.93 8.41

Table 2: Statistics of the HetRec 2011 MovieLens dataset.

Types Total No. Average No. Average No.
(per Movie) (per User)

User 2113 - -
Movie 10197 - -
Genre 20 2.040 -
Director 4060 1.0 -
Actor 95321 22.778 -

Country 72 1.0 -
Tag 13222 8.117 22.696

Rating 855598 84.637 404.921

5.2 Baselines
We compared the performance of our method with the following
state-of-the-art methods.

5.2.1 User-Based Collaborative Filtering (User CF). These ap-
proaches predict a user’s interest in an item based on rating in-
formation from similar user profiles [26]. In our experiment, we
took the non-normalized neighborhood collaborative filtering ap-
proach as representative. It is a modification of traditional k-nearest
neighborhood collaborative filtering (KNN CF), and it is known to
perform better than traditional KNN CF for top-k recommendation
[13]. For a given user and a given item, the rating ru,i is defined as
ru,i =

∑
u′∈Û sim(u,u ′)×ru′,i where Û is the set of nk most similar

users, and the sim(u,u ′) is the similarity between two users [3]. In
our experiments, the parameter nk was selected by grid search, and
the cosine coefficient was selected as the similarity measure.

5.2.2 Item-Based Collaborative Filtering (Item CF). These appro-
aches apply the same idea with User CF, but use similarity between
items instead of users. For a given user and a given item, the rating
ru,i is defined as ru,i =

∑
i′∈Î sim(i, i

′) × ru,i′ where Î is the set of
nk most similar items. Similar to User CF, nk was selected by grid
search, and the cosine similarity was used.

5.2.3 Non-negative Matrix Factorization (NMF). As a represen-
tative matrix factorization method, NMF tries to find two non-
negative matrix factors where the product of the two matrices is an
approximation of the original matrix. This method was originally
proposed for image analysis. However, it has been widely used in
collaborative filtering recently [2, 17].

5.2.4 Latent Factor Model (LFM). Also known as SVD (Singular
Value Decomposition) models. The key idea of these models is to
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factorize the user-item rating matrix to a product of two lower
rank matrices, one containing the so-called “user factors”, while
the other containing the so-called “item-factors” [3].

5.2.5 Personalized PageRank (PRank). A graph-based node ran-
king method [9] based on the classic PageRank algorithm [18]. In
this method, the stable solution of Equation 1 is used as the ratings
of a given user for the nodes in a graph. And the stable solution
could be achieved by iterating Equation 1 until convergence.

5.2.6 Path-constrained Random Walk (PCRW). Such methods
are based on single paths in the heterogeneous information network.
They are also called semantic recommendation since each path has
its corresponding semantic [23]. For instance, the paths UMUM and
UMTM can be interpreted as results of user-based collaborative
filtering and content(tag)-based filtering, respectively. According to
the semantics of the paths and previous work, 3-step paths are the
most common and important. In our experiments, the paths with
their length less than or equal to 3 were considered.

5.2.7 PathRank. A state-of-the-art heterogeneous information
network based method [13]. In our experiments, we took the same
settings as in [13]: wr estar t = 0.1,wtrans = 0.25,wpath = 0.65.
For the HetRec 2011 MovieLens dataset, the path-guide UMTM
+UMU(20)M +UMUM(20) was used since it showed the best per-
formance in the original paper of PathRank. For the Restaurant
& Consumer dataset, since no tag information is available, the
path-guide UMU(20)M+UMUM(20) was used instead.

5.2.8 HeteRS. A state-of-the-art HIN-based method [21]. The
most significant difference between our method and HeteRS is the
user preference model. HeteRS uses multivariate Markov chain to
model user preferences, and uses the stable solution of the model.

As for the proposed method, HeteLearn, the initial learning rate
η was set to be 0.5. The parameters k and α in the generalized
random walk with restart model will be discussed in section 5.3.

In the following experiments, all of the not mentioned parame-
ters of the compared methods were decided by grid search.

5.3 Effects of the Parameters
In this section, we will show the effects of two key parameters k
and α in HeteLearn.

The performances with different k and α values in Equation 5
are plotted in Figure 2. The best performance is achieved at k = 3
or k = 5, and after that the performance decreases slightly with the
increase of k , which confirmed the assumption that longer random
walks have less impacts on the results, as is discussed in Section 3.2.

In the following experiments, we set k to be 3. Since the perfor-
mance varies with different datasets and different values of α , we
choose α to be 0.8 in the HeteLearn algorithm.

5.4 Task 1: Item Recommendation
In this section, we validate our proposed method on the item re-
commendation task using two datasets. The used datasets and the
compared methods have been shown and discussed in section 5.1
and 5.2, respectively.

Figure 2: Performances of the generalized randomwalkwith
restartmodel with different stepsk and different α values on
the Restaurant & Consumer dataset (the upper plot) and the
HetRec 2011 MovieLens dataset (the lower plot).

Figure 3: The network schemas of the HINs used in the
item recommendation experiment. The upper network is
constructed using the Restaurant & Consumer dataset and
the lower network is constructed using the HetRec 2011 Mo-
vieLens dataset.

5.4.1 Experimental Setup. For each dataset, we create a hete-
rogeneous information network based on the training set and the
meta-data.
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Using the Restaurant & Consumer dataset, we construct 5 types
of nodes, and we abbreviate them as U: USER, R: RESTAURANT, P:
PAYMENT, C: CUISINE, and L: PARKING LOT. We also construct
6 types of links. In this dataset, possible rating values are 0, 1 and
2, where 0 indicates that the user does not like the restaurant, and
2 denotes a high preference. We create a link between a user and
a restaurant if the user rated 2 for the restaurant. That is to say,
we treat these restaurants as the positive feedback to simulate the
one-class feedback problem. The network schema is shown in the
upper plot in Figure 3.

Using the HetRec 2011 MovieLens dataset, we construct 7 types
of nodes, and use the capital of the first letter of each node type
name as its abbreviation (U: USER,M: MOVIE, T: TAG, G: GENRE,
D: DIRECTOR, A: ACTOR, C: COUNTRY). We also construct 7
types of links. For every rating on a moviem by a user u, we create
a link between u andm, if and only if the rating is greater or equal
to the average rating of the user u. In other words, we treat the
movies whose ratings are larger than the user’s personal average
rating as the positive feedback. The network schema is shown in
the lower plot in Figure 3.

We use the AUC (Area Under Curve of the receiver operating
characteristic) criterion as the evaluation metric. We first evaluate
AUC for each user from the test data, and then obtain the averaged
AUC results over all users. For the Restaurant & Consumer dataset,
in order to simulate sparse data, we use 50% of the dataset as the
training data and the other 50% as the testing data. For the HetRec
2011 MovieLens dataset, we sort the ratings by their timestamps
and use 80% as the training set and the rest 20% as the testing set.

5.4.2 Results. The experimental results of the compared met-
hods on the two datasets are shown in Table 3. The best result on
each dataset is displayed in bold. An entry is marked with ‘∗’ (or
‘∗∗’) if HeteLearn is significantly better than the compared method
based on paired t-test at the significance level 0.05 (or 0.01).

Among all the compared methods, the proposed method, Hete-
Learn, achieves the best results on both datasets. And in most cases,
the improvements of our method are significant at the level of 0.01.

The traditional user and item based collaborative filtering met-
hods perform quite poor on the Restaurant & Consumer dataset.
This is mainly because of the sparsity of the user-item rating matrix
of this dataset.

Despite of the sparsity of the Restaurant & Consumer dataset,
the matrix factorization (MF) methods, NMF and LFM, still per-
form quite well, which demonstrates the effectiveness of matrix
factorization methods.

On both datasets, the performances of semantic recommendati-
ons using a single path (also known as the Path-constrained Random
Walk method) vary greatly with the paths. The best path on the
Restaurant & Consumer dataset is UPUR, which could be seen as
a kind of user-based collaborative filtering. The best path on the
HetRec 2011 MovieLens dataset is UMGM, which corresponds to
genre-based filtering.

Both PathRank and Personalized PageRank could be seen as hy-
brid recommendation methods based on HINs. In our experimental
results, these methods achieve better results than any of the single
path methods, which demonstrates the effectiveness of HIN-based
hybrid recommendation methods.

Figure 4: Freidman test results on the Restaurant & Consu-
mer dataset (the upper plot) and theHetRec 2011MovieLens
dataset (the lower plot) on the item recommendation task.

To better compare the performance of the compared recommen-
dation methods, we perform the Freidman test in conjunction with
the Bonferroni-Dunn test [4] at significance level 0.05. The results
are shown in Figure 4. The dots indicate the average ranks, the bars
indicate the critical difference with the Bonferroni-Dunn test at sig-
nificance level 0.05, and compared methods having non-overlapped
bars are significantly different. For every kind of recommendation
method, the best result is used to perform the test. On the Restau-
rant & Consumer dataset, HeteLearn shows significantly better
result than all the other methods. And on the HetRec 2011 Movie-
Lens dataset, HeteLearn is significantly better than all the other
methods except HeteRS. Thus, the results confirm the effectiveness
of our method.

It should be noticed that HeteLearn and PathRank perform bet-
ter than all the traditional collaborative filtering methods. That is
because of the heterogeneous information added to the user-item
rating matrix, and both HeteLearn and PathRank could get use
of such information effectively. Instead of setting the path-guides
manually in PathRank, the proposed method, HeteLearn, could
automatically learn them from the HINs. Therefore, the HeteLearn
method has a broader range of potential applications.

5.5 Task 2: Tag Recommendation
We also compare our proposed method with other methods on the
tag recommendation task, the goal of which is to find the set of pro-
per words (tags) to describe the resources. Existing tag recommen-
dation methods include content-based methods and co-occurrence
based methods [25]. Content-based methods directly adopt the
content of items, such as genre of movies, to perform tag recom-
mendation. Co-occurrence based methods use the co-occurrence of
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Table 3: AUC results of the compared methods on the item recommendation task. The best result on each dataset is displayed
in bold. An entry is marked with ‘∗’ (or ‘∗∗’) if HeteLearn is significantly better than the compared method based on paired
t-test at the significance level 0.05 (or 0.01).

Method AUC AUC
(RCdata) (HetRec MovieLens)

User CF 0.7241** 0.7004**
Item CF 0.7241** 0.7190**
NMF 0.8953** 0.6528**
LFM 0.9147** 0.6587**

Personalized
PageRank

α = 0.6 0.8932** α = 0.6 0.7551**
α = 0.8 0.9080** α = 0.8 0.7462**
α = 1.0 0.9139** α = 1.0 0.7163**

Path-constrained
Random Walk

UR 0.6571** UM 0.5212**
UCR 0.6662** UTM 0.5098**
UPR 0.7941** UMCM 0.5110**
URCR 0.6745** UTUM 0.5600**
URUR 0.7242** UMDM 0.6107**
URLR 0.7563** UMUM 0.6525**
UCUR 0.8202** UMAM 0.6619**
URPR 0.8238** UMTM 0.6648**
UPUR 0.8684** UMGM 0.6865**

PathRank
UMU(20)M+
UMUM(20)

UMTM+
UMU(20)M+
UMUM(20)

0.9164** 0.7127**

HeteRS - 0.9154** - 0.8152*
HeteLearn α = 0.8 0.9396 α = 0.8 0.8217

Figure 5: The network schema of the HIN used in the tag
recommendation experiment. This network is constructed
using the HetRec 2011 MovieLens dataset.

tags among items (i.e., the item-tag matrix) for tagging. Our method,
HeteLearn, is a hybrid method which combines both content-based
methods and co-occurrence methods.

5.5.1 Experimental Setup. We test our method using the HetRec
2011 MovieLens dataset. We construct 6 types of nodes and used the
capital of the first letter of each node type name as its abbreviation
(M: MOVIE, T: TAG, G: GENRE, D: DIRECTOR, A: ACTOR, C:
COUNTRY). We also construct 5 types of links. For every tag t
assigned to a moviem, we create a link between t andm, if and
only if the tag weight is greater or equal to the average tag weight
assigned to the movie. The network schema is shown in Figure 5.

Similar to the item recommendation task, we also use the AUC
criterion as the evaluation metric, and we sort the tag assignments

Figure 6: Freidman test result on theHetRec 2011MovieLens
dataset on the tag recommendation task.

by their timestamps and use 80% as the training set and the rest
20% as the testing set.

5.5.2 Results. The performances of the compared methods and
the Friedman test result are shown in Table 4 and Figure 6.

Among the all the compared methods, HeteLearn achieves the
best results, which again confirms the effectiveness of our method.

The co-occurrence methods, including User CF, Item CF, NMF
and LFM, perform worse than the HIN-based methods, which coi-
ncides with the fact that hybrid methods usually achieve better
performance than co-occurrence methods. Note that although NMF
and LFM achieve higher average AUC results than User CF and
Item CF, they do not show significantly better results according to
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Table 4: AUC results of the compared methods on the tag
recommendation task. The best result is in bold. An entry
is marked with ‘∗’ (or ‘∗∗’) if HeteLearn is significantly bet-
ter than the compared method based on paired t-test at the
significance level 0.05 (or 0.01).

Method AUC
User CF 0.7128**
Item CF 0.7115**
NMF 0.8195**
LFM 0.8180**

Personalized
PageRank

α = 0.6 0.8924**
α = 0.8 0.8908**
α = 1.0 0.8423**

Path-constrained
Random Walk

MT 0.5149**
MDMT 0.5715**
MTMT 0.7188**
MAMT 0.7229**
MCMT 0.8063**
MGMT 0.8668**

PathRank
MTM(20)T+
MTMT(20)

0.8902**

HeteRS - 0.8029**
HeteLearn α = 0.8 0.9017

Friedman test. This means that they only achieve good AUC results
in a few individual cases, while in most cases they perform worse
than User CF and Item CF.

6 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a new personalized recommendation
method in heterogeneous information networks. In this method,
we used a generalized random walk with restart model to model
the user preferences, and used a BPR-based learning method to
learn the weights of the links in the network. Our experimental
results confirmed the effectiveness of the proposed method and pro-
vided several useful insights for the field of recommender systems.
Both our theoretical and empirical results indicate that learning on
heterogeneous information networks is feasible and worthwhile.
And the proposed method, HeteLearn, provides a successful case
for the important tasks of personalized recommendation and tag
recommendation.
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